
To start a conversation,  

visit kellyservices.us/science today.

A SPECIALTY PROVIDER, AT YOUR SERVICE

We understand the needs of today’s talent. Permanent work isn’t for everyone. 
Many of the best scientific professionals are looking to gain niche skills, or a better 
work-life balance in the evolving gig economy. Kelly Science ensures that every 
solution will be designed for your company. It begins in a conversation with a 
workforce solutions consultant who has a scientific background and knows your space. 

AS YOUR SCIENTIFIC BUSINESS AND TALENT NEEDS EVOLVE, it helps to have 
a strategic partner on your side. We’re already connected with the specialized 
professionals that you’ve been looking for. Discover what collaborating with Kelly 
can do for your scientific business goals—thousands of companies already have.  

PREMIER COMPANIES AROUND THE GLOBE TURN TO KELLY  
FOR PROVEN SCIENTIFIC RESULTS:

•   The National Institutes of Health selected Kelly for a highly specialized partnership in 
support of its medical research initiatives. Kelly delivered significant cost savings and 
specialized talent across 40 locations—with educational requirements spanning associate 
degrees to multiple bachelor’s, master’s, and doctorate degrees.  

•   A medical device manufacturer was in need of a reliable source of scientific talent. We on-
boarded more than 2,000 high-quality candidates for the client and met their hiring deadlines 
with 99% accuracy.

•   We have been providing highly skilled niche scientific talent, including lab technicians 
and chemists, to the world’s largest publicly traded international oil and gas company for 
more than 20 years. The client’s labs are staffed with 67 Kelly scientific employees, and safety-related 
accidents have been significantly reduced. 

•   A major eye care products manufacturer needed qualified, experienced technicians quickly. 
Kelly helped the client reconnect with a large pool of talent—ultimately saving six months of 
training costs, equating to more than $700,000.  

•   A leading center for scientific discovery and technology development leveraged 
Kelly to build an analytical department from the ground up. Kelly placed critical talent 
that fundamentally shaped the ongoing success of the customer’s local clean energy and 
technology development program.

•   A global technology leader in agriculture partnered with Kelly to deploy an innovative 
summer intern program. The client has remained extremely pleased with the program for 
more than 10 years, and hires about 10% of the candidates that pass through the intern program—
ultimately, saving thousands each year in recruiting and hiring costs.

We’ve been 

advancing scientific 

workforce solutions for 

nearly 25 years.

Nearly 100% of our  
science recruiters have a 
professional background/

education in science.

Last year, we placed

 10,000 
scientific professionals 

with clients.

Kelly maintains a  

best-in-class NPS® score of  

57% for scientific staffing  

in the U.S.
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Leading companies look to Kelly® Science for 
INNOVATIVE SCIENTIFIC TALENT

Solutions that work for all your business goals:

Contract  /  Contract to Hire  /  Direct Hire
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